
THE SEQUEL to last year'1 'Our 
Wonderiu!Culture:Arti.oRui.os,' 
in the crypt of St George'1 
Bloomsbury, is another doom
ladeninstallation,thistimei.othe 
CltisenhaleStudios(MChisenha.le 
Road, E3), • "good place fot I St 
Valentine's Day mas,acre . 

Unnerved by spotlights, moth
balls and drifts of smoke i.o the 
binli.oerblackout,thoscmtering 
Ruins of GW!lour, GW!lour of 
Rui115, stumbl e acrossabandooed 
analogues embedded i.o coke. 
GJ.amourhereisno11prettysight, 
more an 'oppressive reification,' 
as Karen Eliot, one of the nine 
artists involved, puts i!. And so 
we have a pin-up of Rambo on 
high and images of Samantha Fox 
superimpo sedonscenesofdesola
tiondatingbackto as longagoas 
1916. Cheap music lullsoo e into 
the 'Oh What a Lovely War' 
mood . 
. Parked, like one of Monty' s 
caravans, in the centre of the 
dereliction,isasmall , felt-covered 
wagon such as would have been 
used by Joseph Beuys playing 
Mother Courage. Next to itisa 
coke spiral with pinches of sand 
scatteredhereandth ere 3Jldstakes 
~tickingupatangles. lnth e gloom 
11 is hard to make out what 
purpose is served, but the 
implications are clear. Golden 
calves, enlarged from fannyud 
models, are the key: beefcake to 
bewor.;hipped before slaughter . 

So'RuinsofGlamour' is a sort 
of threnody with 'Heroin is the 
Opiate of the People ' onth e one 
hand and a mass of used teabag, 
ontheother . The soeneisvagu.ely 
reminiscentoftheUllderworldin 
Cocte au's 'Orph ee . ' Those 
demonstr:atinaagainst'oppressive 
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~cation' are themselves perpe- KiSnnm wU'~elleichl mal IID$CfC • 

tra1ors of inverted glamour: the Mutter wlederhaben ! inlo' What 
&[amour of Beuys materials and about having our mother back!• 
improvised retaliation . Bits of ' Ruins of Glamour' With the pllery divided into 
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PINK-FOR-A-GIRL is shocking Silvia Ziranek in pink; ilipdash eimibits, the rhetoric of 
pink-and plenty of it-i.o Silvia Buttner, Herold and Ochten is 
Ziranek's Intera.alional With Germans at the lCA; sparser than that of Banks & 
Lipsdck al tbe Anthony Reynolds Vowles, Baxtu , Dickason, Eliot, 
gallery, 37 Cowper S1ree1, EC2 . and Dexter OalWOOd Gabriel, Gibson, Hopton, 
Pink rules her world and colours McG!ynn and Szczelkun in 'Ruins 
her every performance, as Miss WILLIAM FEAVER ofG!amour.'Eachsectionisgiven 
Ziraoek's .admirers will see this a password: 'Aetna,'• Burberry,' 
afternoon when, at 3.30 pronipt, The Zir3llek method is 10 talk etc. Each episodic stretch has a 
shetreatstbemtoaso!iloquy. her way through mazes of pictur e-puzzleorchoiceofsayings 

Armed with tr:appi.og!J, most of behaviour pattern. Hats, wraps, ·. (' ,'fhcre are no_ traffic jams <;>n 
them pink 3Jld culled from cat fans aad a pink broom play their Mum's sofa' ) to raise eyebrows. 
bootsales, 1hecomesoiiasadivij part. ·-Being a uickler f«- · *!the~burgKUDSIV erei.oa 
of Dollis Hill, launching into· po- understatement, she, a, heroine, · few monthl,aa;othe larger, original 
faced voice-overs aod scatty accomplishes her futile tasks like ven;ionofthisshowprobablyhad 
statements of intent. Her line is M appliance demoDStr:ator out to local significance and national 
the knowing assertion of ·the beat the sales target. All along, relevance . At the !CA, digs a! 
eternal feminine. The f~ther &!amour is invoked; not just the German stylistic sucees=; have 
dusterandthepinkfly-swattera.i:e soft pink glamour of the beauty little n.aughtinCS!J value, though 
her aptest attributes. ·. J)Qt!our,butglamourasacripplini possibly the Lupe:rtt assortment 

Between performances (there'a fonn of belief. half a mile away, at Waddington, 

;ed :ecsd:;;nh:~ ~ ;;le~ · ~f EXAMINING the original sound- ~=!~an~ ~u:= ~~; • ~a!.~ 
in:op!I is the exhibit. Pink plinths tr:ack albums, the cootents of the a paintiog of what could be the 
with itsy-bitsy tableaux on top; bar and the footwear of Silvia 30,000-ycar-old Willendorf 
pin): flowers, pink chopsticks, Ziranck's 11et-up is a rarefied Woman, is as good an answer as 
pink sou~ons: 1hesc plus SO frill* kitsch 10 minutes-worth. Work- one oould hope for to the issue 
rimmed mirto n , a well-,tocked illg oii.t what Wemet Buttntt, posed. 'What about having our 
cocku.il bar, global paper Lamp- Georg Herold and Albert Ochleo mother back l • is about whatever 
shades, photographs of the artiste are on about at the !CA is more has happened to Mother Co\lfllge 
and several beach umbrellas uc than I matter of translating the in the yean of Gertnany' s art· 
vi!lual aids to etiquene . title of their exhibitioo from economic miracle. These three 

sons, like fairy-tale brothen, 
, peaki.oriddles. 
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Installation shot from "Ruins of Glamour , Glamour of Ruins " at Chisenhale Studios 1986 

"Ruins of Glamour, 
Glamour of Ruins" 
Chisenhale Studios 
I'd say that this was a dog's dinner ofa show 
except that I'm not sure that "dog's dinner" 
isn't precisely the effect that the exhibitors 
wanted. A big inscription across the main 
wall announced "This is too much like art." 
It seems to have served the function, like one 
of those Soviet worker-encouraging slo
gans, of reminding the exhibitors not to 
make their contributions too positive or 
user-friendly. It was perhaps best seen at the 
opening, an evening of stygian nihilism, lit 
only by a blinding spotlight and the dull red 
glow from the tableau Bumi11g Desires III by 
Glyn Banks and Hannah Vowles . The 
room was suffocating with smoke from 
Stefan Szczelkun's sinister felt wendy
house-on-wheels and the floor was strewn 
with coke cinders and spiked with painted 
stakes representing cruise missiles. The 
entrance was guarded by the injunctions 
"Abolish Truth, " "Choose Alienation." To 
the left were more cinders and scorched 
art-catalogues, fragments of preserved doll, 
mothballs and papier mache bulbs, a rose on a 
table with a simulated soft sculpture 
beneath; in the far corners a mound of 
petrified teabags, a toy soldier against a 
painted void, photograph of ossuary skulls , 
a hank of hair; pin-ups of Samantha Fox and 
Sylvester Stallone. If this list does less than 
justice to the integrity of each individual 
exhibit it is because the whole had a definite 
ensemble quality to it, like the props from a 
cabaret of negation left lying around to 
configure a Pirandellesque absurdity upon 
the necessity and futility of political art, in a 
period when all successful images sooner or 
later become co-opted in what the exhibi
tors call "the self-suppression of the masses 
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by means of glamour." 
The show might be called "seven sets in 

search of a (political) scen ario ," except that 
they mustn't search too hard or else it might 
bccon1c .. art" and invert its own perverse 
premises. Inste ad, a sort of scorched-art 
policy is followed: the ubiquitous advance . 
of capitalism's simu-culture of spectacle, 
glamour, and false consciousness is to be 
countered by strategic withdrawal across a 
nihilistic terrain of irony, absurdity , and 
cultural blasphemy in which all values and 
all images alike are put to the torch. Yet the 
curious thing about all art-anti-art warfare is 
that art has a way of always, if not winning, 
then surviving . If I say that Ed Baxter , 
Simon Dickason , and Andy Hoptons' 
Seasonal Desires - the spiral of coke . and 
cruise-stakes that dominates the room -
achieves an "imagehood" that contradicts its 
own semio-clasm (although art-historically 
it seems a rather obvious case of Richard 
Long meets Anselm Kiefer), I'm not sure 
that I'm not doing them a disservice in terms 
of their own aims. Likewise, Tom 
McGlynn's frieze of golden toy calves. Best 
of all, or worst, was Szczelkun's eighty-one 
drawing frieze of rubbings from surfaces 
within his_ house, The Nature Of Objects. 
"Bad drawing at its· best" as he puts it, they 
are in one sense a literal record of consumer 
objects, in a further sense an ironic comment 
on their redu.ction to spectacular image as 
commodities; but finally , surely, a-nd in 
contradiction to the presumptive pessimism 
of the show, they are a testament to the 
liberating victory of imagination over the 
banal fetishes of as·ccndent normality. 
Brian Hatton 

Artists taking part in "Ruins of Glamour ... " are: · 
Ed Baxter, Karen Eliot, Rick Gibson, Simon 
Dickason, Tom Glyn, Andy Hopton , Glyn Banks 
& Hannah Vowles, Slefan Szczelkun. 
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The show's 
over 
Mo Dodson 

The Ruins of Glamour, the Glamour of Ruins 
Chisenhale Studios 

GLAMOUR, according to John Berger, is the 
power to provoke an envy that obscures the need 
for political action in a capitalist-consumer 
society. The Ruins of Glamour ... seeks to 
broaden that definition by using theories of desire 
and sexuality which emerged in the late Seventies. 
The exhibition's art-practice, though, owes more 
to Sixties' projects, to Fluxus and even the 
Situationist International. 

The version of the exhibition I saw was a partial · 
reconstruction of the original, kindly arranged by 
the organisers, Glyn Banks and Hannah Vowles. 
For, by the time I got to Chisenhale ~tudios, 
'cultural terrorists' had already vandalised the 
installations by aerosoling slogans - 'another 
radical wank', for example - on the wall
paintings and tipping over various objects. So?le 
might say that if you refer to t_h~ se!f-destru~tive 
art of the Sixties and to the pohtJcal mterventions 
of the Situationists, all of it spiced with hints at 
post-structuralist 'deconstruction', then you 
shouldn't be too surprised if someone else 
intervenes and does a little deconstruction of their 
own. Vowles and Banks say that if the 
interventions had been more to the point they 
would have kept the exhibition open so that the 
vandalism could have been seen as part of the 
show. As it is, The Ruins of Glamour ... was 
closed Jess than a week after opening. Seen from 
the perspective of May '68 - the situationists' 
• finest hour' - the whole episode could be seen as 
a storm in an ivory tower tea-cup . 

But the Ruins of Glamour . .. in fact attempts 
something very different from Sixties' political 
action-art. Like much of the art that has been 
influenced by the debates between marxists and 
post-structuralists - Victor Burgin's work is 
perhaps the most obvious benchmark in this area 
- this exhibition seeks to engage with a set of 
contemporary discourses that cross over the 
boundaries between words and images, criticism 
and practice, nature and culture, gender and class, 
pleasure and social structures of power. An 
implicit assumption of the exhibitors seem~ to be 
that theoretical reflection is in itself a kmd of 
political practice. Going around the exhibition 
was therefore very much like attending a seminar 
in which the discussion was conducted by means of 
visual conundrums and images that evoked 
respons~s and then negated them. Generally, the 
installations succeeded in making me rethink the 
ways in which glamorous im~ges from_ b~th 
popular and high culture determine my subJectJve 

experience, especially my experience of those 
objects of desire that have ruled so much of my 
behaviour. 

New Statesman 2 January 1987 

The key-note of the exhibition was Vowles and 
Banks' wall-painting showing the 
'personification' of glamour - an enlarged 
replica of one of the heroines from a comic strip in 
a daily tabloid. Topless, with perfectly formed 
breasts and immaculate coiffure, this popular 
image of what all men desire strides towards us 
from a burnt-out forest. In the next section, the 
same heroine stands in the same pose in front of 
city buildings that appear to be burning . Finally, 
she stands facing us, again in the same pose, 
greatly enlarged and alone . At a simple level, this 
work can be read as saying that the glamorous 
objects of desire presented to us by the media 
distort both our perceptions of nature and of each 
other. With their power to stimulate and paralyse 
through spurious promises of a 'natural' 
perfection, these images can destroy us. Glamour, 
in a phrase, creates ruins. 

But ruins can also be glamorous - Karen 
Eliot 's painting of a junkie shooting up shows us_ a 
ruin of a person portrayed as a glamorous media 
image. Lack of space precludes mention o~ all ten 
artists contributing to the show, but particularly 
effective for me was Baxter, Dickason and 
Hopton's 'Seasonal Desires', a floor _installation 
of tall rocket-like stakes set on a spiral of coal 
evoking connections between a phallocentric 
ideology of glamour and the destruction of 
'nature' . 

In the end, however, I was left feeling that in 
spite of the thought that went i~to th~ work~ the 
achieved meanings were relauvely hghtwe1ght. 
Most of the theoretical content could have been as 
easily delivered in an illustrated seminar - and 
indeed the catalogue is 48 pages of theory. One of 
my favourite lines from this is by Stefan Szczelkun 
describing his own work: 'An arrangement in 9 
sets of 9 acknowledges Hegel's release of Art from 
the service of knowledge. ' When exhibitions 
ascend to this level of esotericism, it is time to ask 
who is supposed to be attending them. Even if the 
reference to Hegel is a joke (like the table of 
contents which lists non-existent chapters and a 
total of 280 pages) the uncertainty intropuces the 
type of empty ambiguity and mystification for 
which the avant-garde has so often been criticised. 
The refusal to stand in one space of meanings is the 
last resort of an avant-garde runn ing away from 
political responsibility; no matter how many post
structuralists tell me that the self is decentred, that 
acts of communication are poly-semic and inter
textual, there is still a point when the subject has to 
stand firm and take responsibility for his/her 
achieved meanings. 

But in case I seem to be agreeing with the 
'cultural terrorists', I should say, overall, this was 
a refreshing and optimistic exhibition. Beyond the 
mountains of oily trivia in the West End galleries, 
here at least was a group of cultural workers trying 
lo deal with politics, and with the relation of 
their own medium to physical and ideological 
violence. D 

The Ruins of Glamour, Glamour of Ruins will possibly be 
,on show in the Transmission Gallery in Glasgow in May. 
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A show which criticised 
consumer culture and the 
packaging of art was itself 
taken to task by clandestine 
graffitists. NICK 
HOUGHTON investigates: 

A LARGE, CHILLY, whitewalled space, contain
ing the arrarged deitrus and wreckage of society, 
the discarded and subverted signals of contem
porary culture. One wall drawing shows an 18 fool 
high junkie figure shooting up, his T-shirt reading 
'Heroin Is The Opiate Of The People'. Below him 
torn art catalogues are littered across a sprawl of 
coal whilst in the cenlre space a spiral of coal is 
marl<ed out by spiky constructions - mutated 
picket posts or outsized toy rockets?-forming a 
ragged circle. Close by, a bizarre hut-on-wheels, 
covered in fell, regularly ejects smoke, adding to 
the post-apocalyptic effect. On the walls a larger 
than life cartoon-style pin-up looks down, the 
paper on which she is drawn patchy with holes. 
And then lhere·s the abstracted painting with a 
solitary toy figure stranded in its hazy surtace; the 
mound of tea-bags, set of wall mounted etchings, 
floor pieces and texts . . The overall mood is of 
fracture , displacement, politicised appropriation 
- a moment of resistance. 

Alterburn: Ruins is a group show, an event 
arranged around certain kfeas and concepts 
which arose from the exhibition Our Wonderful 
Culture. Again, as in the previous project, 'quality 
control" and selection procedures have been re
fused and instead various artists were invited to 
contribute. In this way although the individual 
artists had some notion of what they might pro
duce, an important element was the spontaneous 
and interactive nature of the exhibition. The form 
of Ruins was not pre-planned and, as a result, 
collabcrations resulted and worl< was developed 
within a oontex1 beyooo the 'lone-artist-in-the
studio· model. 

Bearing this in mind it's important to look at the 
exhibition as a whole-the contex1 created by the 
contributions of the whole group. Certainly without 
this context I think it's true to say that some of 
these worl<s, n placed in a different situation -
presented alongside more conventional artworl<s, 
by example - would not function as fully as they 
do here in relation to each other. Further to this 
what's central to Ruins is the questioning of no
tions of artistic orginality and systems of repre-
1 
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sentation. Parody, appropriation, de-construction 
of given images, statement-as-art and the blurred 
point where culture, politics and the 'everyday· 
interact are all represented here; all contributing to 
the sense of disruption aoo enquiry. 

With Burning Desires Iii/Triptych, for example, 
kfeas and assumptions abcut glamour and desire 
are foregrouooed as the wallsize image of a 
'pertect woman' is appropriated aoo re
contextualised. In creating the pieoe Glyn Banks/ 
Hannah Vowles problematise our relation to the 
image while in Tom McGlynn·s White Trash 
Voodoo our response to a hazily depthless ab
stract painting is disrupted by the small toy figure 
pasted to the worl<s surtace, seemingly stranded 
there. In an adjacent space tex1 aoo a single 
photograph form the stuff of No Homes To Go To 
while a mound of tea-bags and related text, again 
from Ed Bax1erlAndy Hopton, are titled 'The Pot 
Will Stand It'. Our view of this slagheap of some 
5,000 tea-bags is informed by a tex1 which tell us 
of tea-as-drug, eoonomic tool and destroyer of 
health. Nearby Stevan Szczelkun's hut, seeming
ly wheeled out of some bleary nightmare and into 
reality, poops out billows of smoke. The cloud 
dnlts across Seasonal Desires, a collabcrative 
won< from Bax1er/Hopton and Simon Dickason 
creating a ragged spiral of coal in ironic comment 
on bcth the cold of the space it occupies and the 
political resonances that 'the black stuff - post 
miners struggle - now has. Nearby 81 wall 
mounted xeroxes whose original source were 
frottages taken from the Szczelkuns' house posit 
questions of what art is. As if passing comment 
the message This Is Too Much Uke Art is stencil-
led neatly in large letters on the same wall. The 
creator, Gabriel, has placed a handmade toy turd 
in front of this close by Karen Elliol's ironically title 
Table (Do The Standing Stillj. Gabriel's other 
pieces include From Head To Lunch; white plas-
ter cast 'heads' - or sexual secretions?_:_ lie 
scattered in a comer, referring to the slang sexual 
connotations of 'giving head', and Toy Joy. Sited 
on a wall Toy Joy is composed of three lenses 
behind which sit the heads of furry toys. The 

coercing with the view that is wntteo beside him. 'I 
Didn't Know The Meaning Of Glaroour Unli I 
Started Shooting Smack', It reads. 

FOOTNOTE: This exhibition was pramahJrely 
closed alter a raid by intruders. The attack was 
specific in that the aggressora spray-jlainted their 
own cackhanded critiques ovecthe wOl1< on srow. 

In one example these ideologically confused art 
attackers sprayed Fuci<ir>J Sexisl Crap ave, Glyn 
Banks/Hannah Vowles piece aoo then painted 
crude swastikas over the breasts of the stylised 
depiction of a pi~ . Karen Elliot, one of the 
exhibitors said: 'Not only v.ookl It be better ~ the 
attackers had come to tak to us about v.rat 
offended them but the statemeots saawfed here 
are so oontradictor, ... They don' make sense.' 
Elliot himself was seemingly sloical abcut the 
attack. It had caused some disruplicJ1 within the 
exhibitors group but Elliol was laldng positive!)' 
about an Edinburgh srowing for the exhhtion as 
part of a srow titled 'Transmissions' aoo possble 
involvement in a 'Destructive M ~ 
timetabled '°" 1988 .• 

image of a junkie, Karen Elliot's Media Overdose 
pays no attention as he injects his skag dreamily =-B"-,fo"-re_1_he_a_11a_ck _ _ 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 38 ~'F ; 


